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Editor's letter
< Hello,
...why care about avant-garde? I found John Ashbery and unearthed more than a poem but a type of
meditation and mental space in words. History is important, let's start there:
Following the revolutionary art of Impressionism, the art world opened up and splintered. Motivated by a
need for freedom, originality and experimentation, the new century of the 1900s ushered in a multitude of
avant-garde styles. This wave was ignited into something more by the wars; artists rebelled further, soon
followed by writers and musicians demanding distance from a logic that resulted in human sacrifice from
propaganda and greed. Supported by the industrial revolution, new transport modes, women's rights,
human rights and now IT.
Sur-real was a movement from ego brain to intuition and subconscious resulting in an avant-garde
questioning, "What actually is realer than real?"
2021 avant-garde invites a move from lockdown, toxic positivity, anti-science fans, body shaming, climate
disaster, racism, cancel culture, bullying, misogyny, overt capitalism, and mental health burn out to a
society where art is appreciated for its capacity to expand human consciousness and rally humanity to
question everything and grow-together.
It's about creating a shared world through the work of the creator with interpretation of the work left to the
one who consumes it.
As Nabokov once opined, critics have a terrible habit of asking “What is the author trying to say?” Often
the integration of form is the basis in literary criticism; techniques can be more valuable than content. The
meaning of writing / art can also be the meaning of life. What do you think about that?
Avant-garde does it's best to de-canonise rhyme, sentimental string pulling, technique of the cannon,
punctuation, formatting and more in order to invite you into a new, fresh, tilted space by mixing the real
with the unreal and leaving us questioning, "If I know this thing to be real...then could this other unreal
thing also be true? And, if that's the case then what else is real or unreal?"
To be a part of this movement, from an Irish and female perspective, is exciting and unexpected, my life's
special interest is in the poetics of potential and post traumatic growth, maybe this pandemic is the trauma
that'll result in an universal questioning and growth.
Not that I can find them now, but there's been studies on trauma and the healing capacity of avant-garde
writing but I know from personal experience of neonatal loss that the avant-garde...that art can transmute
grief.
Beir Bua / Bring Talent / Bring Victory /

Michelle Moloney King
@MoloneyKing
/>
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Cover art by Roisin Ní Neachtain

Roisin Ní Neachtain is an Irish-Scottish emerging poet and artist currently based in County Kildare. Her artwork
features in international private collections and she is currently working on her first collection of poetry.

Statement and description:
My current work demonstrates versatility although its main focus is landscape-inspired abstract paintings.
Initially I sought to reduce my memories and perceptions of landscape down to simple shapes, marks and
“shadows” using a limited colour palette. I believed, like Hofmann, that “the ability to simplify means to
eliminate the unnecessary so that the necessary may speak”. However, my recent paintings are becoming
more complex and are evolving into emotional landscapes. Each work is a response to a different landscape
and/or emotional state. The work’s reflection of the environment, its connection to ecology, is of urgent
importance to me.
For two years my work was mostly monochromatic. Early in 2020, I just “threw” all the colours I had left
together and this was the result: “The Violence of Colours.” It refers to the fact that on one level my initial
decision to work with a limited colour palette was a safety net and also to the fact that, as I am autistic, I
process sensory information differently. The energetic spontaneity of mark-making and the use of colours
bring me out of my comfort zone and it is at once disturbing and joyful. Since the beginning of the Covid
19 pandemic, the paintings have become increasingly chaotic and this led to a merging of the “Green”
series and the “Violence of Colours” into what I am now calling the “Elements” series.
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RED
is carmine, is russet, is fire engine, is a cloud, is blood, is the sea, is a tomato, is beef, is jam, is a child’s
lips, is candy floss.
Red is the wobble of jelly on a Sunday.
Red is the welt after a beating.
The red of shame, of joy, of birth, of a scourge, of a teacher’s pen, of murder, of agony.
Red is toadstools, is mud, is a dunghill, is worms, is vigorous,
Red is an eye that’s seen too much,
Red is a bloody god.
Red [shouts and]
is a mask, is rage,
is war, is a city, is politics, is a bishop, is a beer, is a jungle,
is a radish-red lipstick, is a hen as she steps across the yard,
is a sun-warmed boulder,
a cow lazing in a field in Killowen.

Margaret O’Brien, co-founded The Story House Ireland (2014 – 2018) and formerly lectured at WIT. She curates the
annual Brewery Lane Writers’ W/E, the open mic, Poetry Plus, and her own workshops, Writing Changes Lives. She
is an affiliate of Amherst Writers & Artists. Twitter: @margaretwritin
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Stopping at a Red Light at 2:00 in the Morning with No One Around
I feel like a good citizen. I know if I try to sneak through, my four wheels will lift
off the ground as I float away. The universe will collapse into itself. All mass crunched
into the shape of a tennis ball. So I wait. My little gift to the world. When the light
turns green, I hesitate. If I leave, no one will know about my accomplishment.
So I wait for other drivers to come along. I will give them a nod, the thumbs up sign,
and, of course, the wave. They are sure to be impressed. The lights are changing now.
Green. Yellow. Red. Green. Yellow. Red. My steering wheel comes off in my hands.
I set it on the passenger seat. The glove compartment flips open. Now it closes.
Now it opens again. The car clock keeps blinking at me, 2:00, 2:00, 2:00, 2:00.
They are trying to tell me something, but I do not speak Dashboard. It could
be a warning sign, but I think they are celebrating. My seat falls back. I look
up through a sunroof I never knew I had. I pull the ejection switch. Stars everywhere.

Jimmy Pappas, a finalist in the 2017 Rattle Poetry Contest, won the 2018 Readers Choice Award. His book
Scream Wounds contains poems based on veterans' stories. He won the 2019 Rattle chapbook contest for
Falling off the Empire State Building. His interview with Tim Green is on Rattlecast #34.
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Michael Kealan Moore holds a BA in Writing, English & Classics, an MA in Writing, and has qualifications in
Psychoanalysis. He has worked in AI, Film/TV and Publishing for a number of years.
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That Time I Started to Panic

Check it’s skipping, place a still finger feel it faintly there,
or an electric fence I am found, crumpling in the bent
petals of a lotus, failed origami. Start over. Push my
breath back in and I promise, I will, I promise,
how will her face look she’s so young to
know it and the broken pieces of my
heart won’t feed them forever,
there’s a black spot. It is. It
will be it, it says so. They
will amputate the
places I haven’t
felt, why would it
end in the sight of so
many undone things, I
regret all of my slow arms
and legs and how I wrapped
myself in the numbers and the
valueless paper one, two, three check
now and I promise, I promise, I found it
there in-between my fingers and the water
went cold but not before I boiled it with my skin
check there to feel it faintly, I am as folded as a crane.

Stuart McPherson is a poet from Leicester in the United Kingdom. His work centres around the impact of
trauma, family dysfunction and mental health, writing honest and emotional pieces based on personal
experience and observation. In his spare time he hosts ‘Thee Absentee’, a website for poetry and poetry
book reviews where he enjoys sharing new and innovative poetic voice. Website: www.theeabsentee.com
Twitter: @theeabsentee
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Walking Backwards in the Night
Somewhere in the dark,
sleep is swearing
at their children, forcing them
to stay awake.
Bread cuts itself up
into pieces
before spreading ketchup
all over itself.
Cats are out
of the bag
before their seals
are broken.
Police officers
call a sleeping lady
to report a crime.
Someone hotwired the taxi
that they stole
from a nun’s reindeer.
Dentists crack their teeth
while riding the elevator
out of Dodge.
The doors are swinging,
pushing people out
before their sentences
can finish them.

Merry Christ –
Happy Kwan –

Samuel Strathman is a poet, author, educator, and the founder/editor-in-chief of Floodlight Editions.
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Pillows for a Climate Migrant

"Like you I bear the sickness of river and ocean
When I hear the waves from afar"– Tati Loutard.
First of all, it's not your fault, well, maybe it
then is
Everyone's problem:
A problem loves a solution same as lungs and heart working in opposition.
Climate 'Fitness'
>economic
>policy results
> positive
> negative dominate
> greater hotter
> lower-lying Poverty
> trap
> somewhere
The dog barked at a ghost in the road. I knew he would get tired and do something else soon.
"The drizzle gives me fevers" –
my body is scared alive

Arlette Manasseh has been taking part in a 'Writing Climate Change' workshop at Live Canon. She is an MLitt student at
University of the Highlands and Islands graduating 2021.
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Kavan P. Stafford is a 26 year old author and poet based in Glasgow, Scotland. He has had work published in
‘Unpublishable’, ‘The Common Breath’, 'The Sock Drawer' and ‘Writers Forum’ and will be in the upcoming issue
of ‘Cobra Mag’. Most of his work is set in and around his home city. For a day job he works in Glasgow’s Mitchell
Library
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A Soul-Bright Dwelling
The flesh of the fruit is dying now,
Its skin, overripe, matted against the grass,
Ichor weeping in the jaws of trees.
Sun-steered and strange-eyed,
Soul-bright.
Exist now through light and love incarnate in our letter-dwelling.
Return to this place, this hour and lie lostness in this image.
Use these words, this ash-whitened dirt.
Wear this in your eyes.
Notes of an enigma hang in my dreams
Smoking terror
Split open
Where
Shadow lines are breathed above
And my vowels become chasms
I lay in colours and your tongue, once nothingness to my ear,
Becomes my home again,
Wood of language,
Past waters,
Past nights
And past earth.

Roisin Ní Neachtain is an emerging Irish-Scottish poet and artist currently based in County Kildare. Her
work features in international private collections and she is currently working on her first collection of
poetry
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I Speak
In my ink, she dies like a vanishing
sentence in the cadence of a poem plotless;
she dies like a flower almost every season,
leaving a thousand stranded memories, needle-like,
as my head grows scars of many ravenous aches. I
read the lines of her thoughts one morning when I
returned home from Katsina, as a Youth Corp, having
served the belly of a diminishing nation. “You
look thinner, like a starving bull”, her words came
to me, jaw-dropping, right there at the entrance
to my father’s house. “This is what you get serving a
country that is starving”, I bellyached with pale
amusement and for the first time in my absence, I
realized how she reinvented herself into a mourning
cloak laying blame, always on rotten wings, and how
they made her crippled, she could barely lift her
stroke-like body, limping to make sense of grief-trapped
existence. She sat, hissing hopelessly in a corner
to watch other kids indulge a goodly amount of physical
acrobatics. “I want to give you a garden, forgive me, I’m
but a withering sky barren of rain. I too desire paradise”, I
whispered softly with little or no intention
of being heard. To what end? A small beautiful broccoli
sprouting unwelcomed into a mistaken childhood, always
a sick stem. It is you I mourn over again. I speak
because I’m a broken branch of an Olive. I speak until
words melt florets to give you crimson blossoms.
Joseph C.P. Christopher is a poet. He is the author of Salient Whispers (2014) which was shortlisted for
ANA/Chevron award for poetry in 2014 and his newest collection is titled Dust in the Rain (2020). His works
features in Praxis Magazine, Lunaris and elsewhere. He is currently a doctoral candidate with Ahmadu Bello
University, Zaria, Nigeria. He lives in Abuja.
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Helen Bowie is a writer, performer and charity worker based in London. Her words have recently featured in
Queerlings, Serotonin, Eater London and Versification, among others. Helen is a lover of experimental writing, cats
and The Food Network, and can be found tweeting about these things @helensulis
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Bacteria
You - my lousy baby,
covered with blood. The petri-dish,
with feigned splatters of my leftovers,
look for signs as if I was not enough.
The doctor advises me to go for a blood culture.
The report reveals you’re not here.

Fizza Abbas is a Freelance Content Writer based in Karachi, Pakistan. She is fond of poetry and music. Her
works have been published on quite a few platforms including Poetry Village and Poetry Pacific.
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Interview with Margaret A. O'Brien
BB.What's it like being a teacher of poetry?
MO’B. I love introducing people to the potential of language and poetry is the best example of what can be
achieved through words. How words can touch us, can help us feel less alone, can help bring our attention
to certain aspects of the world and to be delighted or concerned enough to take action.
BB.Who is your go to poet?
MO’B. This is a bit like asking about a favourite of anything. Much depends on my emotional weather at
any given time, which is why I love anthologies. Having said that I have a grá for the poet Kerrie Hardie
and I have just ordered her new collection, Where Now Begins, w
 hich I am very much looking forward to
reading. When my dad died unexpectedly some years ago I found myself reading Gerard Manley Hopkins’
poem, ‘Felix Randal’ over and over. It somehow offered solace and consolation, helped me bridge that
terrible chasm of loss. When walking the Camino a few years ago I took Mark Roper’s poem,
‘Kilmacleague’ and Yeats’, ‘The Song of Wandering Aengus’, with me in my pants pocket to recite as I
walked. The beauty of the language and the rhythm of the poems somehow suited the simple, but not
always easy, task of putting one foot in front of the other day after day. When we had completed the almost
800km pilgrimage and I attempted to recite them in front of the cathedral in Santiago I was just overcome
with emotion and couldn’t get the words out. And if I can be allowed more here let’s have Medbh
McGuckian and Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill. Shakespeare’s sonnets too please? And I find Pablo Neruda’s Book
of Questions a great stimulus for playful, exploratory writing.
BB.I've been to a few of your writing workshops and always felt the healing and deeper aspect of poetry
- how did this come to the forefront of your teaching?
MO’B. Thank you for saying that Michelle. I should also add that I regard myself as a facilitator of writing,
not only poetry. First we have to generate the raw material, which may become a poem or then again it
might be part of a novel, memoir or some other form. Writing is, of course, about creative expression but I
believe it also has healing potential, which I think comes about through paying attention to our inner and
outer worlds. And I love that the word ‘heart’ contains the word ‘art’. I aim to create the conditions that
give rise to creative expression in my groups. It’s both productive and fun.
The truth is that my workshops, Writing Changes Lives, are about writing but also about much more than
writing. People develop confidence through writing and this has a ripple effect that goes beyond any
writing that is produced. I believe that the most good comes out of making education and the arts available
to the greatest number of people. Individuals and communities benefit as does the wider society. And I
believe in encouraging as diverse a range of voices as possible. For me it’s about social justice as much as
about writing.
As Gianni Rodari said:
“Every possible use of words should be made available to every single person … not because
everyone should be an artist but because no one should be a slave.”
I am also an affiliate of Amherst Writers & Artists, founded by the wonderful and radical woman, the late
Pat Schneider who died in August. Discovering AWA and Pat’s work was a productive accident and led
me to start Writing Changes Lives, Poetry Plus, the annual Brewery Lane Writers’ Weekend and the now
no longer existing, Story House Ireland. It also informed my teaching at Waterford Institute of Technology.
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BB.Your poem, Red, is experimental, you play with what red is in an innovative way - what does
experimental mean to you?
MO’B. This is an interesting question. For me it means being playful to begin with, then finding a way
forward that makes the lines cohere, gradually gathering meaning and becoming a poem, but in a way that
at the same time surprises the reader (and initially the writer).
BB.What feels tired to you in the poetry world?
MO’B. There is a lot of good work being done in quiet and not so quiet ways, including this publication
Beir Bua, but I do have a great sense of an unequal distribution of resources and real supports, an
inequality that I believe stymies nascent talent and creative gifts. The support available to a writer in
Ireland, not just poets, too frequently depends on the area in which they live. There is an unequal
geographical disbursement of funding for the literary arts here, for example, and the awarding of funding
support, bursaries, is for many the gateway into the literary ecosystem with its networking opportunities.
The overall Dublin-centric tilt feels tired to me, but more than that, it is unjust which fuels my passion to
redress this in some fashion. That is what gave rise to The Story House with its residential courses open to
anyone who wished to write. It angers me quite frankly to know that real talent is allowed to wither for lack
of support, there has to be a better way.
BB. Any new courses or books of yours that you want to shout about?
MO’B. Like everyone else, the Covid pandemic changed everything for me this year. I have moved on to
the Zoom platform with my writing and open mic groups and during the spring lockdown the open mic,
Poetry Plus, moved from a monthly event in Brewery Lane Theatre to a weekly event on Zoom. It was a
great anchor for us all I think as we struggled to come to terms with the realities of the pandemic. There
were also two great outcomes, apart from the camaraderie and the fun we had – the first is a book, Only
Connect,  which is a collection of original writing from the group and is available on the Patreon site of
Project42, the online creative portal for The Tudor Artisan Hub arts collective in Carrick-on-Suir. The
second is another book but one that is very different – on the final night of Poetry Plus on the 26th of June,
after fifteen consecutive weeks, I offered the group a closing prompt and suggested we write a
collaborative poem in the Zoom chat. The result is the poem, ‘Lockdown is / was…’ and that has now
been transformed into a sketchbook by the artist Sheila Wood. This is a sketchbook like no other, it is a
mixed media representation of the poem in a very creative and original format and captures in wonderful
imagery the experience of lockdown for this group of people in the first six months of 2020. But it will
also, I believe, speak to the wider collective experience. Because of lockdown restrictions we are currently
unable to show it to the public but photographer Pete Smith is producing a video of Sheila’s sketchbook,
and we have also filmed Sheila speaking about her interesting process of working on the project. In
addition Pete is photographing the individual pages of the art work, Sheila’s magnificent response to the
lines of each individual writer. We expect to have prints of these for sale early in the new year.
The ‘Lockdown is / was…’ sketchbook is amazing, an original work of art that I find both stunning and
thrilling. What an unanticipated outcome of this strangest and most challenging of years. I have long
understood that the creative arts can reach places that are otherwise quite inaccessible but this project, and
all my work with groups in this Covid year, has helped to deepen my understanding even more.
'Consider everything an experiment.' Corita Kent. www.margaretaobrien.com and The Happy Body
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We do things automatically.

night in the bathroom
and stood by the sink,
rubbing the winter
on my tongue and my teeth.
we do things
automatically, for all
important reasons.
tend ourselves carefully,
and other people too.
like catching a fish
in a fresh rinsedout wineglass
and scrubbing the sides
of its bowl. like tidying
up the apartment.
like watering a plant.
like watering a plant. I do it
for you and you do it
for me also. and you
do more than I do, and then say
it’s for yourself. like
moisturiser. like oils.
like shaving your legs
for my fingers.
I spit, rinse the basin,
look into my mouth
and at the various things
on the counter.
I could do things
for you; I don’t do them.
like watering a plant.
like watering a plant.

by DS Maolalai, bio on next page.
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14 at 30
acting as middleman
over text messages
as a friend
tries to ask out
a friend
of my girlfriend.
feeling 14 at 30
and really
enjoying it – like after
we’re done here
I’ll update my Bebo
and listen to Green Day
with posters
and my bedroom
door closed.

DS Maolalai has been nominated eight times for Best of the Net and five times for the Pushcart Prize. His
poetry has been released in two collections, "Love is Breaking Plates in the Garden" (Encircle Press,
2016) and "Sad Havoc Among the Birds" (Turas Press, 2019)
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Susan Connolly has published three poetry collections. Bridge of the Ford (Shearsman, 2016), a tribute to
her home town of Drogheda (droichead átha / bridge of the ford), is a collection of thirty-three visual
poems. Her poems were published recently in Otoliths
https://the-otolith.blogspot.com/2020/10/susan-connolly.html and in Experiment-O 13 (AngelHousePress,
2020) http://experiment-o.com/.
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An/aesthetic
A quick gulp of ether/ the sting/ natural proclivity –
feathers, melting away/ the arms burn/ erasure –
a brush dipped in tincture/ a slip of the knife –
my love/ is that your mother/ genetic tautology –
gifts in their cylinders/ afternoon movies/ prayer –
propofil/ a splitting head/ look at the size of it now –
murky/ dream of a Michelin restaurant/ fasting –
sticky-soled slippers/ extravagant silence –
the mind’s lurid tributaries/ knew it was your birthday –
Hephaestus at his forge/ intracapillary/ adrenaline –
the cast/ a hundred novae/ declension/ a crack –
unaided breathing/ breathing/ upper solfeggio –
breathing/ some ultimate particle/ overheard –
white like the dot at the end of your broadcast –
god in a point/ the apparent desertion of faith –
the gauze/ the art of severance/ the light.

by Sarah Law, bio on next page.
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Sarah Law lives in London and is a tutor for the Open University and elsewhere. Widely published, she is
interested in saints, sinners, and the twists and turns of language. Some of her more recent experimental
work has appeared in Stride and Where Is The River and in the distant past she was a PIP Gertrude Stein
Award winner. She edits the online journal Amethyst Review for new writing engaging with the sacred.
Therese: Poems
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Lori Graham is a 56-year-old lesbian living in Woodbridge, England. Lori has work appearing in Other
Worldly Women Press, XR-GLobal Creative, The Adriatic, Analogies and Allegories, The Open Culture
Collective, When Pens Bloom: A Chapbook Collaboration with Plants & Poetry Journal and Poets, All
Female Menu and The Bitchin’ Kitsch. @WanderingPoetUK on Twitter.
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Making Space at Table
we breathe words like clouds breathe rain
is the new reality so easily satisfied
somewhere below the sidewalk
behind the shadow of the tree
where time’s legs flail in air
and you and I might not qualify
a new world though perhaps not brave
a minus world evading our existence
we say love love but mean don’t go
if there will be mouths what shall they do
can we opt out, cut a deal
ignore its anti-gravitational pull
go down singing
The day Thou Gave Us, Lord, Is Ended
are yesterday and today as we know it
who lives our lives, dies our deaths
tomorrow may awaken in heaven
or bring its own silver to table

Darrell Petska’s recent or upcoming publications include Buddhist Poetry Review, Nixes Mate Review,
Bluepepper, Boston Literary Magazine, Otoliths, and experiential-experimental-literature journal (see
conservancies.wordpress.com). Darrell has tallied 30 years as an editor at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 40 years as father (eight years a grandfather), and longer still as husband.
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Accordion Grimes
Trying to get the salt out of the accordion,
no more disguise, I keep telling myself
by the light of bastardized suns, I work,
thinking of the songs I will soon be playing
who ever thought it was a good idea to throw
this thing overboard, or for me to swim after it?
Some of the evictions are successful,
but my hands are becoming skinless gods
the air burns, fingers included, there is no fire,
just hands I wish were made of myrrh
the accordion is lighter, there is progress
even if my fingers swim like pale axolotls
they need the cold and wet, in short, a cave,
the sound of this instrument will not heal them
mortal again, full of pain, I face my red palms
and repeat there is no fire there is no fire

Ben Nardolilli currently lives in New York City. His work has appeared in Perigee Magazine, Red Fez,
Danse Macabre, The 22 Magazine, Quail Bell Magazine, Elimae, The Northampton Review, Local Train
Magazine, The Minetta Review, and Yes Poetry. He blogs at mirrorsponge.blogspot.com and is trying to
publish his novels.
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Seasonal Fade
I drowned some point in November
against the lash of wind
unprepared for the strength of it
stripping myself down to paranoid
pieces, like bitten fingernails or
a dozen knocks on the door
and someone else managed
to creep over my body in the
end, counting buttons like
rosary beads teeth children scratch marks

Rachel Small is based outside of Ottawa, and is exactly one half of Splintered Disorder Press. Her work has
appeared or is forthcoming in magazines including Thorn Literary Magazine, blood orange, The Hellebore,
Anti-Heroin Chic and bywords. You can find her on Twitter @rahel_taller.
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Carlos Castaneda
I rise from the rear of the bus
my mission
begun
one where I find out what it was
after it’s done
Bench in a plaza
I sit next to a lizard
discoursing on Dylan’s discography:
he doesn’t keep singing if it isn’t true
I circle, ponder. A shadow
warming my back summons my eye to
the wizard standing behind us streaming
dark energy at me, steady lipless conversation
at the speed of light
but I’m distracted –
the wizard’s ignoring the lizard! I say
 and you remember the lizard?
gesture as if the wizard hasn’t noticed the
lizard, hoping the lizard’s feeling aren’t hurt
the lizard and wizard don’t wink or wiggle a
hair.
I study the lizard’s face
it separates
like a plate lifts from a dinner table
the lizard’s face is a mask
I understand:
The wizards distracts with his right hand
while the left hand does his business

Mike Wilson’s work has appeared in magazines including Cagibi Literary Journal, Stoneboat,
The Aurorean, a
 nd The Ocotillo Review, and in Mike’s book, “Arranging Deck Chairs on the
Titanic,” (Rabbit House Press, 2020), political poetry for a post-truth world. Mike resides in
Central Kentucky, USA, and can be found at mikewilsonwriter.com
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Reincarnation
***************
The tippler or I should call it…? Not
I am ornithologist but
sure it was
A bird.
Long black bill-With thick black quill-Perched at my window sill-TUK TUK TUK TUK TUK TUK TUK
( on the glass pane)
A frisson darted down
the spine. I was on the
verge of throwing pebble but
Two tears dropped
Enough
For drowning
Escaped-Reminisce of returners
After last rituals of cremation
( of my blood )
were gone to keep last meal
For departed soul
( In hindu rituals for thirteen days meal is kept for dead person )
Saw next day imprint of paw on
The morsel
“ The soul has reincarnated as bird ”
Returners declared !
I began to awake for
Tuk tuk at my eardrum
Whenever it don't come
A thick apprehension
Crushes my chimera
“ were they lied” or
They are late...!
************************************

Dr Pragya Suman is a doctor by profession, from India. Writing is her passion. Her poems and articles have
been published in multiple magazines and anthologies. She is Gideon poetry award winner of summer2020.
Her first poetry book "lost mother" was published in 2020.
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There’s Enough Ice Cream for Everyone

iscreAmyouscreamweallSCreamforicecreAM *
iscreamyOuscreamweallscreamForicecream
iscreamyouSCreamweAllscReamforiCEcream
iscreamyousCREAMweallscreamforicecream
iscreamyouscreamweallscreamforicecream
iscreamYOUscreamweallscReamforicecream
iscreamyouSCREAMweallscreamforicecream
IScreaMYouscreamweallscreamforicecream
iscreamyouSCREAMweallscreamforicecream

Leo Levinsky lives in New York City. His work has appeared in Best-Buds! Collective, Panoply, and the American
Journal of Poetry.
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Wind Chimes

I find mountains rising
from sky-line trees,
in lavender clouds
like Japanese paintings,
only to be blown flat
when the wind wishes.
Another crow is torn ragged
across a storm-cloud crowded sky,
snatched from straight-line flight
by a willful gust.
Through a freshly opened window
nets billow and bluster
gathering darkness
with each sucked-back return,
worn unnoticeably thinner
every fluttering pass
until they are mistaken for mist
drifting grey and uncertain
through the mountains of the mind
waiting for the wind to change key
once more.

J.S.Watts is a British poet and novelist. Her writing appears in publications in Britain, Ireland, the States
and elsewhere has been broadcast on BBC and Independent Radio. To date she has published seven books:
four of poetry, plus three novels. See www.jswatts.co.uk for further details.
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Richard Capener currently lives and works in Bristol. His writing has been featured in Sublinary Editions'
Subscriptions, Streetcake, Overground Underground, Spontaneous Poetics and the Crested Tit Collective's
Rewilding: An Ecopoetic Anthology, among others. His debut pamphlet is forthcoming in 2021 from
Broken Sleep Books. He also edits The Babel Tower Notice Board.
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Self-portrait of the Asian Indian Cook Making Tikka for Patrick Stewart on a Ubereats Ad
In my head everyone is wearing a turban
of secrets in hairdos I will never see
Where do they go at the end of the day?
How many glasses of wine do they swill
before they forget my name or what I can
cook for their whole family with Indian spice?
Halud turmeric, kaal jeera whole cumin
I am a foreigner soul in a foreigner garb
Know me only when I become part
of your happiness, Patrick Stewart
on UberEats. I can tell more words
in two ways than that bit about tikka
Recite me Sonnet 141 and tell me which
of these stolen spices gives you heartburn
Sometimes I become the turban myself
You never wove me but you still put on

Bangladeshi-born Sujash Purna is a graduate student at Missouri State University. A poet based in
Springfield, Missouri, he serves as an assistant poetry editor to the Moon City Review. His poetry appeared
in Naugatuck River Review, Kansas City Voices, Poetry Salzburg Review, English Journal, Stonecoast
Review, Red Earth Review, Emrys Journal, Prairie Winds, Gyroscope Review, and others. His chapbook
collection Epidemic of Nostalgia is coming out from Finishing Line Press in July 2021.
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Eulogy to the Blank Page
after Gavin Murphy
acrylic installation seen at the Hugh Lane in Dublin
I am a plastic we, acrylic o,  where they uncork the waterfall on top of Croagh St.
Patrick so I must be aligned with a path of words’ sincerity wrapping myself in blankets of
summer. Watch out. I’m liable to suffocate when words go AWOL at the top of the fog-worn
mountain, which is where I might pray for meaning as I come to the vocabulary void. If you
asked me, I would list words with gusto. No words to hide under the birthday Hazelwood
while I have received an excellent second-hand mountain bike from someone’s garage. For
my birthday, I’ll go back to Westport, Ireland, ride my bike along the green paths of words
that know enough although anywhere there’s no assortment of killjoys to alter meaning if I
ride and climb, trying not to slip on the loose shale. This green world we want to keep. A
bike in the city is dangerous but on this green way, it’s nothing. I want to educate myself to
know what questions amassed in reason will fill the void of truly most effective and
inclusive. Best answers b ut for the Irish herself and himself, as images, imagination look in
the mirror to ask the questions, answer to the children of the future and tell the worthy o nes
immersed in waiting, sharing, learning inside this great globe. There are statues to present
ourselves reminders on our way to pilgrimages of believers and good luck bringers. Good
luck surely does exist as I carry my bike helmet, ready to go down letting an artist act in
silence at the sounds that might make shadows play in light before sun sets on my biker’s
fatigue. We are all walking towards faith we could hold in a teacup, hold in our hands, should
give to all who can climb or not climb to the top of our illusion or plan, our confusion, our
hopes, our mountains.

Mary Ellen Talley’s poems have recently been published in Raven Chronicles, Banshee, What Rough
Beast, The Plague Papers, and Ekphrastic Review as well as in the anthologies, Chrysanthemum and Ice
Cream Poems. Her poems have received two Pushcart nominations and her chapbook, “Postcards from the
Lilac City” was published by Finishing Line Press in 2020.
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Mural
Cutting bone china takes strength, but
less force
than feel.
She holds nippers to the plate’s
edge, scores
then snaps it into pieces
with sharp, little wheels
pressed together like jaws
of some creature
who feeds on cups
and cracked ceramics.
Reaching for shards, she
stamps out the cold,
spreads grout
on foundation beams
propping
the porch.
Neighbors come by to offer
vases, wrecked
wine bottles, beads
from lost necklaces:
prismatic bits
to match
broken visions that wake her
in fits
and starts. She designs
in the dark, faces
the window for a view
of dawn’s blush
and sky,
color of grout, becoming
visible.

Cathleen Cohen was the 2019 Poet Laureate of Montgomery County, PA, USA. Her poems appear in
Apiary, Baltimore Review, Cagibi, East Coast Ink, 6ix, North of Oxford, One Art, Passager, Philadelphia
Stories, Rockvale Review and Rogue Agent. Camera Obscura (chapbook, Moonstone Press), appeared in
2017 and Etching the Ghost (Atmosphere Press), is forthcoming in 2021. Her paintings are on view at
Cerulean Arts Gallery (www.ceruleanarts.com).
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Narsinh XV

Gregory Betts is the author of seven books of experimental writing, most recently Sweet Forme (published by
Apothecary Archive, Sydney, Australia, in 2020). He was the Craig Dobbin Chair in Canadian Studies at University
College Dublin 2018-2019.
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Wonder
Wonder
At
Man’s
Hate.
Grey
Mare
Spread your
Wings
And
Fly.
White
Lioness
Kiss
The
Black
Stallion.
Birth
Beneath
A
Haloed
Moon,
The
God
Of love.
Wonder
At
A
Being
Of love
Of hate.
Evil.

John Carew is from Lough Gur Co Limerick. He is a seanchaí (storyteller), poet, actor and a tour guide for
Lough Gur, magical and mystical Lough Gur, home of the sióga (fairies).
Carew's work has been published in Ireland, America, India and South Africa. His first collection of poetry
and short stories "Through The Mist Of Time" was published by Revival Press.
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Departure
(inspired by the painting Parc en Aer by Wendy Dison)
for Margaret Fitzgerald
The Singer sewing machine
was on the kitchen table.
Flames licked at the stove lid
as a pot of potatoes boiled.
She paused to look at the weather,
adjust the radio crackle. Letters
told of deaths and births of cousins.
She hid them with her grief in a biscuit tin.
She stitched and restitched the clothes
as this is the only sympathy she has time for.
Her teenage boys were working the fields
before they will be sent out to toughen in the world.
The roof is gone. Air comes through the windows
pushes dust around the rooms.
The Singer has seized up and rusts in the backyard.
A bee struggles to find nectar, sets off on a new departure.

Diarmuid Fitzgerald Two collections of haiku have been published by Alba Publishing, Thames Way in
2015 and A Thousand Sparks in 2018. A chapbook of poems Camino Cantos is forthcoming from Lapwing
Press. Poems appeared in The Stinging Fly, Cyphers, a nd in Crannóg. See www.deewriter.com for
information and poems.
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The Kiss
after Brâncuși
We are alien and primitive,
the same and different,
conjoined in history’s face.
Our arms are invisible lips
from two mouths.
(In the deep dark ocean
of the deepest, darkest sea
the Octopi keep Minerva.)
Our heads conduct
the tempo of our breathing.
We lean, eyes closed, noses
the absence we see.
Let tongues merge,
offer company
to language —
the first words
of infants.
(In the cavern the monster roars,
and the shuddering seabed
shakes the world.)
Make our speaking new:
I love you. Hold me.
I love you.
Release.
Translate.
(Only those who are sleeping cry.)

A collaborative poem by:
Orla Fay edits Drawn to the Light Press, a new online magazine of poetry. Her chapbook Drawn to the
Light is available from Amazon and her first full collection is forthcoming from Salmon Poetry. She edited
Boyne Berries 28, The COVID Issue. Her work has appeared in Poetry Ireland Review, Cyphers, The Irish
Times, Crannóg and she has a poem forthcoming in The Ireland Chair of Poetry Commemorative
Anthology.https://drawntothelightpress.com/ Twitter@FayOrla
Maeve McKenna lives in Sligo, Ireland. Her writing has been placed in several international poetry
competitions and published in Mslexia, The Haibun Journal, The Cormorant, Galway Review, Boyne
Berries, Sonder Magazine, Skylight47, 100 Words Of Solitude, Bloody Amazing Anthology, Culture
Matters A Working Class Anthology of Prose and widely online. Her work is forthcoming in Dodging The
Rain, Black Bough Poetry and Atrium. Maeve is working towards her first collection of poetry.
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Book reviews

Christodoulos Makris is a poet, writer, editor and curator. He was born in Nicosia in 1971. Since 1991 he
has lived and worked in Manchester, London and, from 2001, in Dublin. His books are Spitting Out the
Mother Tongue (Dublin: Wurm Press, 2011), The Architecture of Chance (Dublin: Wurm Press, 2015) selected as a poetry book of the year by 3:AM Magazine and RTÉ Arena - and this is no longer
entertainment (Manchester: Dostoyevsky Wannabe, 2019). His poetry and other writings have appeared
widely in international journals and anthologies, print and online. "a straw in the wind, a forerunner, in
Irish poetry and Irish poetry publishing" - Harry Clifton, The Irish Times

this is no longer entertainment by Christodoulos Makris is a curation of untreated anonymous or
pseudonymous text found in the open comments sections of media websites and other digital platforms.
This, book-length poem, is an exciting take on un-authored writing and the fresh perspective of learning
about the poet from the particular words and phrases he selects. This informed design experiments with
avant-garde juxtaposition and reframing high philosophy with popular culture. What is poetry? This bold
question is played with as the poet decanonises lyrical poetry and brings it to abstract art levels, it is his
assertion of This Is Poetry as I Make it so is exhilarating and brings new perspectives to documentary
poetry.
Published by Dostoyevsky Wannabe, 2019, paperback, 126 pages. Buy here

S.J. Fowler is synonymous with the visual poetics of asemic poetry. As luck would have it this London
based creative is also our featured poet in this issue and we have 3 poetry books for review. How exciting
that each book of poem brut is so utterly different, with new approaches, new insights and the essays /
poetic statements that conclude each book is completely unique from its predecessor.

Crayon Poems - SJ Fowler, is a book of the potential of poetics in an uncensored and uninhibited manner.
It's reminiscent of prescribing and yet subversive as it eludes to darker themes. The book is printed in
colour with black and red pages facing each other and, often, the image of the poem includes the paper’s
jagged edge; this gentle touch of meta invites you into these meditations. The 5 page author statement at
the end of the book is insightful into his methods, children at play in phantasy. This book of poems blurs
lines of what poetry is and is akin to abstract art; a glorious book - an art gallery on the go.
Published by Penteract Press, July 2020, Paperback, 60 pgs. Buy here.
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Book Reviews

Aletta Ocean’s Alphabet Empire by S. J. Fowler
Well now, what immediately strikes is the lack of borders around these visual poems giving the book a feel
of a private journal of a new alphabet. These asemic poems are printed in black and white with, dare I say
it, a Rorschach test vibe to them - thrilling and allows the reader / voyeur to fall into and bring back their
own meaning. Fowler's statement enlightens us with the book's inspiration; words invoking human
procreation and, paradoxically, unneeded in the act itself. He wonders if poetic language is then useless and
creates his own work of asemic poetry. I made my own meaning for the poems and enjoyed their ASMR
quality.
Published by Hesterglock Press, second edition 2019, paperback, monochrome, 64pgs. Buy here.

Unfinished Memoirs of a Hypocrite by S.J. Fowler
Poem bruit explosion - book is a chaotic propagation of rocket ship energy. Created with drawings,
scribblings, montage and the excited chi of mark making. Fowler celebrates in de-canonising the alphabet
while allowing the exploration of linguistic space. Abstract art through the lense of a poet with un-writing
marks on a page. I enjoyed the variety of form and unity of expected inarticulate a collection that feels
rebellious, flamboyant, political and breaking with convention.
Published by Hesterglock Press 2019, paperback, monochrome, 74pgs. Buy here.
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Caol le Caol agus Leathan le Leathan
(Broad with Broad and Slender with Slender)
Haggard photographs upon such hummocks
- uncanny arousal of phantom consorts colour us aqua
These willing sentiments expressed in strewing hedges
hinged in determined reminiscence
around unusually local monocot roadways
Cannot attract a constant
Only porous fantasy of annual blossom
Elder fielding
lit her electric
Herewith slender technique
wedding her selves with swine and shellfish
- picking strife - indicting exigencies
[of basal]
dwelling precedent
Bitter divergence wrinkles existence insists in its invisible desire lines –
precipice-diving
in missing shelter-swill
Still:
attach at raucous axal parts
arch as a comma toward us
preside nil prefix

Chloë Proctor is a London-Irish experimental poet. She is interested in interjections, clashing discourses,
soil, fungus, semantic mess-making and mulching grammar. Her work has appeared in Rewilding - An
Ecopoetic Anthology, Azimuth: the Ecology of an Ear, Alterity, Corbel Stone Press's Contemporary Poetry
Series and her bookart work Saprotrophic can be found at the National Poetry Library. She is an MA
graduate of Poetic Practice, a member of the Crested Tit Collective and an admin robot at The Babel Tower
Notice Board.
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I chased them and I never stopped
Impunity is what they enjoy
I clutched a pistol
And ran in the rain past crowds on the bridge
For years I studied their photos
I was meticulous
I cut my hair and
disguised myself as one of them
They tried to start new lives but I found them
They ruined mine
The system wants you to forgive and forget
No
They will never forget me or my daughter
I will hunt you down till the day you kill me

Kevin Bateman is a Surrealist poet from Galway currently based in his mind who has created a variety of
Events In Spiritual Places That People Have Forgotten To Visit. @Bate_Kevin
His mind is a transparency. He has been told his poetry has a surrealist aesthetic quality and is willing to
take that at face value as a compliment. https://tinyurl.com/Kevin-Bateman-Presents
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DIARY OF A GENTLEMAN

Reprehensibly cardiganed,
a blend of innocence
and pinkish yellows
affords you ecstatic status
in back seats
and parking lot corners.
Imprescriptible litter barrels
your job to empty
every Tuesday.
Make it last at least an hour.
Concepts adhered to
upper, middle and lower.

Colin James has book of poems, The Paralytically Obscure As Beauty Cresendo,
available from The Book Patch.
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Nikki Dudley is managing editor of streetcake experimental writing magazine. She also runs the streetcake
prize and MumWrite. Nikki is a published novelist and poet, with a collection out with Knives Forks and
Spoons. Her second novel will be published this year. You can find out more on her website:
www.nikkidudleywriter.com
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Where are we going?
Nothing you write will be wrong / nothing
you right will be write.
The murderers sew red in all colours – their feet
a stampede to hope hope hope. Their faces
like fingerprints from birth. They chase

my fingers

as I scratch

these words and sentences and words and sentences. [These wounds are sentences].
Report: biology
is an adaptable but inescapable
monster. In the end.
*What is the end?
I AM FREE.
When the streets
are teeming / a broken dam washes but nothing is clean.
Wash my heart to release the tar beneath

(where I buried you, my first love. Shhh.)

Memories soaked with
kerosene / ignite, goodnight,
ignite me.
I AM FREE!
Streets are teeming but minds are, mines
are empty and stained. Under the rubble implosions enfold narratives
of the people, the people = the fire burns
everything
bombs fires.
Report: to believe in
bonfires is everything. At least. That’s what they told me:
I AM FREE…
Guilty is a word. The world is guilty until
proven innocent. They burn
they blister your pencil
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to read as you write, write, white pages
are ghosts of words we never said. Life sizzles away…
I AM FREE?
Flesh is forever fused around the heart / my heart / but
the brain turns away, turns back,
turns away,
revolves and revolts.
Reports said I would die for (love) but please, don’t
write me out.
Note to future self – buy soap.

Nikki Dudley is managing editor of streetcake experimental writing magazine. She also runs the streetcake
prize and MumWrite. Nikki is a published novelist and poet, with a collection out with Knives Forks and
Spoons. Her second novel will be published this year. You can find out more on her website:
www.nikkidudleywriter.com
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Bookmarks for you to colour in, maybe print, if you do print and colour please do share a pic on social.
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The end
of issue II

Please see site Beir Bua Journal for updates on submissions opening later in the year and an
exciting development and use of the website soon....it involves asemic poetry…

Take care,
Michelle Moloney King
@MoloneyKing
@BeirBuaJournal
beirbuajournal.wordpress.com
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